THE RIVER VALLEY PLANNING
MODERNIZATION
Perspectives from the Mountain Bike Community
Overview
This document has been prepared on behalf of the Edmonton and greater area mountain bike
community in response to the River Valley Planning Modernization. Over 40 stakeholder groups
including, cycling clubs, businesses, organizations, coaches, event organizers, and other
community members, have participated in preparing this response, which provides an overview
of who our community is, our primary concerns with the Ribbon of Green planning, and scientific
rationale for why our user group should be included as a permitted activity anywhere that foot
traffic is permitted. Additionally, we present our concerns about potential user conflicts as the
planning goes forward and with how the desktop analysis and land management classification has
been performed. We propose that the planning process and designation of river valley lands into
land management categories should more thoroughly integrate the existing singletrack network
and user data, and that the City continue to engage with the mountain bike community and the
Edmonton Mountain Bike Alliance to maintain the status quo so that trail use and trail
maintenance can continue while the planning process continues.
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Background image: Strava heatmap (https://www.strava.com/heatmap) of recreational activities in Terwillegar ParK

The River Valley Planning Modernization:
Perspectives from the Mountain Bike Community
The mountain bike community in the greater Edmonton area is a key user group of the North
Saskatchewan River Valley, specifically with regards to the network of established natural dirt trails (i.e.,
singletrack) that exists alongside the variety of City-maintained trails. As a community, we treasure the
river valley and see it as an invaluable resource that we are able to immerse ourselves in while pursuing
an activity that keeps us physically and mentally healthy, and that allows us to connect with both nature
and other river valley users. Therefore, we want to contribute in every way possible to the creation of
the Ribbon of Green Plan and North Saskatchewan River Valley Area Redevelopment Plan. Our
community has participated in the Phase 1 and Phase 2 engagement sessions; however, we are
concerned that the direction the planning is taking and the decisions being made have the potential to
negatively affect the mountain bike community as a whole. This formal statement has been prepared on
behalf of the mountain bike community of the greater Edmonton area and is meant to ensure the City
has a well-rounded and fact-based understanding of both mountain biking and our community.

Why are we here?
As per the current maps provided as part of the Phase 2 planning and engagement sessions, 90% of the
singletrack trails that mountain bikers use on a regular basis are in areas proposed to be designated as
Preservation zones, which the City defines as the most ecologically sensitive areas in the River Valley
and where only foot traffic is permitted. Thus, there is a concern that mountain biking may be banned in
these areas. The City has responded by stating in the most current Mountain Bike FAQ that “There is no
plan to close/remove trails in advance of further work”, and that they will continue to work with the
Edmonton Mountain Bike Alliance (EMBA) and members of the mountain bike community to allow for
sustainable use of singletrack trails in Preservation areas. However, we believe that this approach
creates the potential for conflict among user groups, and creates uncertainty with regards to potential
trail closures in the absence of funding for further study. This document outlines reasons for why
mountain biking should be included alongside foot traffic as a permitted activity anywhere foot traffic is
permitted.
We understand the challenges involved in engaging the public and stakeholders and that there are a
wide variety of perspectives when it comes to planning for the river valley. We appreciate that the City
has been listening to our feedback during Phase 2, and we want to ensure that there is a similar open
dialogue and willingness to hear the perspectives of our user group as the planning process moves
forward. Related to this, we are concerned as a community that mountain bikers have been and
continue to be unfairly stigmatized and villainized in general and as part of the planning process, and
that our involvement as stakeholders is only just starting to be fairly recognized compared to other user
groups. Largely led by EMBA, the mountain bike community has invested an incalculable amount of time
and effort in performing City-approved maintenance and improvement to existing singletrack to ensure
that these trails are safe, environmentally responsible, and that they can continue to be enjoyed by a
variety of user groups (e.g., hikers, dog walkers, trail runners). Given this investment and the extensive
use of these singletrack trails, there is a concern that these trails have been overlooked as part of the
desktop mapping and land management classification.
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Perhaps most importantly, we are here because we see the river valley as an ecologically valuable and
resilient shared space that, with the proper planning and care taken by all users, can continue to be used
sustainably by all.

Who is the Mountain Bike Community?
The mountain bike community is a large and diverse group of stakeholders that live in Edmonton and
surrounding areas. The community is passionate and has even come to fondly refer to the city as “Dirt
City” because of the vibrant mountain bike scene. The community is comprised of several intertwined
and interrelated groups – riders make up the core of this community, but the broader definition
includes, friends, families, semi-formal ride groups, organized clubs, EMBA, athletes of all ages, coaches
and educators, bike shops, and even cafes and restaurants. The community is vibrant, congenial, and
welcoming, and many have chosen to live in Edmonton because of the access to and the world-class
quality of our mountain bike trails. Our community has a strong desire to get along with other river
valley users, and we have positive relationships with many other user groups, such as the trail running
community. However, we know that not everyone likes us as mountain bikers and that some groups
would prefer to see mountain biking banned entirely from the valley. We believe that a large reason
these small, but vocal groups have positioned themselves against mountain biking is that they don’t
understand who mountain bikers are or what mountain biking is. We believe that their perceptions of
mountain biking are based on outdated stereotypes that don’t apply to our community, and also on a
misunderstanding of the type of mountain biking that takes place in the river valley. We want these
groups, as well as city staff and planners to have a clear picture of who we are and how we use the
valley, because preventing or eliminating any amount of access to natural trails will negatively affect all
members of the mountain bike community.

Mountain Biking in Edmonton
Since mountain biking was first invented in the late 1960s, the sport has evolved enormously and split
into a wide variety of disciplines, only a subset of which are possible in our river valley. The type of
mountain biking that occurs in Edmonton can best be described as “cross-country” or “trail” mountain
biking, which is primarily recreational in nature and slower in speed, and requires skill, concentration,
and finesse. The trails in Edmonton are enjoyed year-round (on “fatbikes” in the winter), and are
designed to be ridden in both directions, which maximizes usability and ensures trails are built with
sustainability in mind. This is in strong contrast to the more aggressive and downhill-oriented styles of
“all-mountain”, “enduro”, and “downhill” mountain biking, which require trails with long descents and
more protective equipment (e.g., full face helmets, elbow and knee pads) and occur in the mountains.
This distinction is extremely important from an environmental impact perspective, since it is crosscountry and trail riding that have environmental impacts comparable to those of foot-based activities
and do not have the same potential or opportunity for the high speed descending and associated
skidding and erosion that downhill-oriented biking can have.

The Community of Dirt City
Riders
The people that mountain bike in the river valley are a diverse mix of age, sexual identity, background,
and motivation for riding. While mountain bikers tend to be “middle-aged” males, women and girls
make up the fastest growing demographic, and youth are another important and growing group in our
community. Many riders ride as part of a club, which bring people of similar interests and skills together,
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and where the focus is on good times, inclusivity, and skill-building. The greater Edmonton area is home
to a large number of clubs, several of which are female-oriented, and there are also several youthoriented clubs, most of which fill to capacity within days of registration opening each year. Many of us
spend the long Edmonton summer evenings and sunny weekend days on club rides with friends,
enjoying the fresh air and everything the valley has to offer. Clubs play a major role in the community,
not just from a riding perspective, but from a stewardship perspective. In collaboration with EMBA,
most clubs contribute to trail maintenance and take pride in giving back to the community.

Athletes
Some people ride for fun, but some people also ride to challenge themselves and to compete more
formally against others in organized events. Our community is home to amateur and professionally
competitive young and not-so-young athletes that are able to live and train here because of the quality
and expansiveness of the singletrack network. Many are familiar with the local cycling scene’s
Olympians that compete on the track, but unbeknownst to many Edmontonians is the legacy of
achievements of local mountain bikers on the provincial, national, and international stage. Most
recently, local cyclist Sidney McGill won the Bronze medal at the 2021 Canadian National Cross Country
Championships in the U23 category and earned the opportunity to represent Canada at the World
Championships in Val di Sole Italy where she finished 35th. Riders from the Edmonton-area are
renowned for their bike-handling skills and athleticism, and are regular provincial champions and
podium finishers at races within the province and abroad, a further testament to the world-class quality
of our singletrack.

Edmonton Mountain Bike Alliance (EMBA)
EMBA is the preeminent authority on all things singletrack in Edmonton, and is a volunteer-run non-for
profit organization that is dedicated to improving mountain biking in Edmonton. EMBA has had a
working relationship with the City since 2005, and has built and maintained trails collaboratively under
the City’s direction to meet an internationally accepted and sustainable standard (the Whistler Trail
Standard). EMBA is the only organization conducting authorized maintenance on the natural trails, and
since their first “Adopt a Trail Day” in 2006, they have been coordinating, leading, and training
volunteers on sustainable trail building and maintenance. EMBA plays an integral role in the community
by promoting responsible trail use and etiquette, coordinating trail maintenance sessions, and by
endorsing that our system of natural trails should be open for the shared use and enjoyment of cyclists,
trail runners, hikers and nature lovers, alike.

Coaches and Educators
Mountain bike coaches and educators have a passion and knowledge for mountain biking that they want
to share with both new and seasoned riders, and these highly skilled and trained individuals have turned
this into their careers. With a river valley of world-class trails as their office, coaches work with riders to
increase rider enjoyment and safety, to teach skills that ensure trails are ridden in a sustainable and
non-damaging way, and to instill good trail etiquette.

Event Organizers
Edmonton has a long history of mountain bike events that are put on by local riders and clubs. A wide
variety of cross country mountain bike events are held within the river valley, which include weeknight
fun races (Fat Tire Tuesdays in Terwillegar Park), the Trailblazer youth race series, Alberta Bicycle
Association Alberta Cup races, and National Level Canada Cycling Association Canada Cup races. These
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events have allowed us to showcase our trails to other riders, and create a tourism destination for other
mountain bikers.

Bike Shops
Bike shops are the glue that hold the community together. As businesses, they rely on the sale and
service of mountain bikes, as well as the sale of clothing, tools, and gear to meet their bottom line, but
they also act as important hubs where new riders can learn about and get into the sport, and where
more experienced riders can meet other riders, join clubs, talk about bikes, and learn about the newest
trends. Mountain biking has established itself as a lifestyle for a large group of Edmontonians and
citizens in surrounding communities, and these individuals shop local and support the continued success
of these locally-owned and operated businesses. The potential loss of trail access is both a point of
potential financial loss to businesses and to the culture that these shops have created.

Cafes and Restaurants
Engrained in mountain bike culture is the post-ride recovery at a local patio or restaurants. Cross
country mountain biking is hard work, especially in Edmonton, and mountain bikers love to enjoy the
fruits of their labour. Many a river valley mountain bike ride with friends is finished sharing stories on a
patio, and local cafes and restaurants benefit financially from a city that has a vibrant mountain bike
community.

What Does the Science Say?
All types of recreational activities impact natural spaces, and as the amount of activity increases, the
potential for ecological harm or damage increases (Ballantyne and Pickering 2015); however, the claim
that mountain biking is more destructive or impactful than other activities is false. The science is clear –
in the vast majority of studies conducted, cross country-style mountain biking has similar impacts as
foot-based activities across all categories of environmental impacts, including those to vegetation, soils,
water, and wildlife (Marion and Wimpey 2007; Olive and Marion 2009; Quinn and Chernoff 2010;
Pickering et al. 2011). Instead, design, maintenance, and conditions (e.g., wetness) of natural trails are
the key determinants of the potential for environmental damage or unsustainable trail use (Marion and
Wimpey 2007; Ballantyne and Pickering 2015; Marion and Wimpey 2017). Those that oppose mountain
biking often single out erosion as a complaint, but when trails are well planned, designed, and
maintained to minimize impact, erosion is not an issue. Importantly, the type of use and the level of
investment put into design and maintenance of singletrack trails in our river valley allows for a level of
impact similar to foot-based activities, and this is supported strongly by the scientific literature.
Of course, we recognize that exceptions to the majority of scientific findings exist, but these studies tend
to be context-specific and are from very specific geographies that are not justifiably comparable to
Edmonton (e.g., Australia), and/or have been conducted at small and/or isolated locations where the
flora and/or fauna are rare or endangered (e.g., Ballantyne et al. 2014). Additionally, studies that have
shown excessive damage by mountain biking specifically identify downhill-oriented disciplines (enduro,
downhill mountain biking) (e.g., Burgin and Hardiman 2012), which is not the style of mountain biking or
types of trails that are in the river valley. The scientific literature is an important resource for assessing
potential environmental impacts; however, it is important to consider the relevance of each study given
Edmonton’s distinct ecology, geography, and profile of use.
The ecology and geography of the North Saskatchewan River Valley is special, unique, and dynamic, but
is also highly resilient, especially when considering the current small footprint and limited impacts of our
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singletrack trails. The Aspen Parkland ecosystem that the valley is part of has vegetation that
regenerates and grows quickly in the summer, and the common wildlife species in the City that use the
river valley corridor are resilient and wide ranging. These species, such as deer, coyote, hare, and
squirrels are highly adaptable and habituated to urban life and are more likely to be threatened by the
roadways and built up and paved areas that dissect the river valley than the relatively tiny footprint of
the network of singletrack trails. We recognize that there is a concern about habitat fragmentation and
connectivity for wildlife, but research on the effects of recreational trail networks is lacking (Ballantyne
and Pickering 2015), and the City currently lacks the scientific data to substantiate closing off singletrack
to specific user groups. In order to make informed decisions, we support approaches such as wildlife
monitoring studies and/or assessment of fragmentation using metrics applied in the scientific literature
(e.g., linear density; Farr et al. 2018). Further, we are in complete agreement that known sensitive areas
associated with the river valley, such as wetlands or unstable riparian areas, or where sensitive plants or
animals exist, deserve extra protection and care, and we believe these areas can be managed on a caseby-case basis as needed. Clear guidance and key recommendations for the creation and management of
sustainable trail systems is widely available (e.g., Ballantyne and Pickering 2015, Marion and Wimpey
2017). In this way, singletrack trails can coexist alongside more ecologically sensitive areas in our river
valley through an approach that integrates science and planning.

What are Our Major Concerns at this Stage?
At this stage in the planning the vast majority (>90%) of the established network of singletrack trails that
mountain bikers use is located within Preservation areas. The trails within these areas are named, wellestablished, actively maintained trails that are enjoyed by numerous user groups (mountain bikers,
hikers, runners, dog walkers, etc.), and are a key part of the full connected network of trails used by
citizens. The current definition ascribed to Preservation areas would disallow mountain biking in these
areas, and while we recognize that the City has made the decision to continue to allow mountain biking
at this time, we still have concerns that the current designation of these lands sets the stage for closure
of trails used by mountain bikers without a clearly defined process for consultation with our community
before these closures occur. Given that the trails in these proposed Preservation areas have been wellused for a very long time by cyclists, and most often with City sanction, we think it is better to preserve
the status quo while the Ribbon of Green planning continues.
Alongside our concern about the types of users permitted in Preservation areas, we feel there is a strong
disconnect between the amount and specific locations of many areas identified as Preservation areas
and the actual amount and patterns of use and ecological condition of these areas. As currently
mapped, large areas that have a long history of recreation and use by a wide variety of users have been
identified as Preservation areas. This raises several questions that we believe need to be addressed:
If Preservation areas are meant to represent “the most ecologically sensitive areas in the River Valley”,
what is a meaningful and practical amount of area that should be assigned to this category in an urban
municipality of over 1,000,000 people?
Designating a majority of an area as Preservation zones may be possible in a place such as a national
park or in natural areas with limited human access and human footprint, or where endangered species
require protection, but it is impractical to assume that a river valley that has long been part of an urban
area is primarily made up of pristine areas that can meaningfully be categorized and managed as
Preservation areas.
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Additionally, given that not everything in the river valley can be “the most ecologically sensitive”, why has
so much area been classified as Preservation areas as part of the desktop analysis?
There is a strong disconnect between the desktop categorization of lands and actual levels of use,
impact, and ecological condition in the valley. We are concerned that the analysis used to classify river
valley lands may be overly sensitive to some of the ecological criteria used in desktop analysis, and/or
the desktop analysis has missed key variables and information with regards to patterns of use and
current condition (i.e., the Existing Use Assessment). The desktop analysis has thus far only considered
"City-maintained paths and trails" as part of the desktop analysis, and we feel that not including the
natural trail network and accounting for its numerous users may have resulted in an over-assignment of
land as Preservation areas. The spatial data for these trails are readily available via multiple sources such
as EMBA, GPS data collected by riders recording their rides, as well as through easily accessible trail and
activity websites such as Trailforks and Strava. We would like to see the network of communitymaintained natural trails more fully incorporated into the Existing Use Assessment and overall planning
and designation of the river valley lands. Incorporating this data will more accurately characterize
human use in the valley, would set the stage for more formal consideration of these trails as the
planning goes forward, and also sets the stage to create plans and policies specific to the maintenance
and development of the natural trail network. We provide three examples that are representative of
natural trail use throughout the City, and that illustrate the incongruence between the desktop mapping
and designation, which has only considered City-maintained trails, and actual spatial patterns of trail
use. The data used for these map comparisons includes established, community-maintained trails as
recorded on Trailforks (www.trailforks.com) and Strava heat map data (www.strava.com/heatmap),
which illustrates relative use for all recreation types (hiking, biking, running, etc.). In many cases, the
singletrack trails that overlap areas designated as Preservation areas (shown in green) have relative
rates of use comparable to the City-maintained trails, which highlights why these trails should be
considered as part of the Existing Use Assessment and the Land Management Classification desktop
analysis.
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Example 1 – Mill Creek Ravine North

Comparison of the mapping and proposed designation of Preservation areas (green areas) for Mill Creek (north area) with only City-maintained trails (far left),
overlaid with established and community-maintained singletrack trails from Trailforks data (middle), and a Strava heatmap, which shows all types of public
activities (hiking, biking, walking, etc.) aggregated over the last year (singletrack illustrated for context).
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Example 2 – Queen Elizabeth Park Area

Comparison of the mapping and proposed designation of Preservation areas (green areas) for the Queen Elizabeth Park area with only City-maintained trails (far
left), overlaid with established and community-maintained singletrack trails from Trailforks data (middle), and the Strava heatmap, which shows all types of
public activities (hiking, biking, walking, etc.) aggregated over the last year (singletrack trails illustrated for context).
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Example 3 – Terwillegar Park Area

Comparison of mapping and proposed designation of Preservation areas (green areas) for Terwillegar Park with only City-maintained trails (far left), overlaid
with established and community-maintained singletrack trails from Trailforks data (middle), and the Strava heatmap, which shows all types of public activities
(hiking, biking, walking, etc.) aggregated over the last year (singletrack trails illustrated for context).
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Optics and the Future
Our community would like to share a few additional thoughts related to the River Valley Modernization
planning process.
In the past, mountain biking was restricted in the valley, and what resulted were high levels of conflict
and an antagonistic environment among different user groups. Arguably, some of this disdain still
remains today despite the efforts over the last 15 years by EMBA and mountain bikers to be good
neighbours. There is a strong sense of attachment and identity tied to the trail network for mountain
bikers, and certainly, many cyclists will continue to use existing singletrack if it becomes designated as
no access or off limits, especially if foot-based activities are still permitted in these areas. This will reignite a divisive and confrontational environment among citizens, will provide the City with a logistical
nightmare with regards to enforcement, and could even lead to situations of enforcement by
vigilantism. As well, restricting the mountain bike community from accessing trails will eliminate the
primary source of active maintenance of these trails. Use by hikers and runners will continue as normal,
but without the important maintenance provided by our community it is likely that many trails will come
into disrepair and environmental issues such as erosion will start to become a problem. EMBA is already
dealing with delays and restrictions on its ability to perform routine trail maintenance on trails within
areas that have been classified as Preservation areas. Instead of restricting access, the City should look
to continue its relationship with EMBA in order to sustainably manage singletrack trails and allow shared
access with a focus on education and collaboration.
The City has the opportunity to be a leader when it comes to integrating mountain biking into the
planning process and balancing recreational use with ecological integrity. Many municipalities, such
Canmore, North Vancouver, Kamloops, and Squamish have faced this challenge and have successfully
integrated mountain biking into local planning. There are also some smaller mountain bike communities,
such as Devon, that currently have good working relationships with their local governments and fear
that if Edmonton applies an approach that unfairly restricts mountain biking, this may affect the
relationships these cyclists have with their local governments and citizens. The potential for the City to
take the opportunity to engage with their mountain bike community and be seen as innovative and a
leader should not be wasted.
Finally, the City has a suite of other plans, policies, and strategies that embrace cycling and aim to
increase cycling, cycling infrastructure, active transportation, and outdoor recreation year-round
(Winter City), which would be completely in discord with a river valley plan that put restrictions on and
limited access to mountain biking. Limiting the access to natural trails and the majority of the river valley
is also in contrast to efforts by the City to increase tourism, both as a potential destination for major
events and in attracting visitors more generally.

Closure
We thank the City for taking the time to consider the information in this document and for
acknowledging that we stand together as a community in our desire to be recognized as a key user
group and major stakeholder as part of the Ribbon of Green Plan and North Saskatchewan River Valley
Area Redevelopment Plan. Ultimately, mountain bikers are just as, if not more so, interested in
protecting the river valley and trail system as other groups, and are committed to sharing this resource,
responsibly and courteously, with others. We welcome any and all opportunities to be involved and
provide feedback as part of this process.
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Signatories
Cycling Clubs
Women on Wheels (WOW) - Natalie Rix (President)
https://www.womenonwheelsyeg.com/
wow@womenonwheelsyeg.com
Cassette Collective – Cassie Budd (President)
https://www.facebook.com/cassettecollectiveyeg/
cassettecollectiveyeg@gmail.com
Velocity Cycling Club – Ed Heacock (President); Jason Redfern (Mountain Bike Representative)
https://velocitycyclingclub.ca/
president@velocitycyclingclub.ca
Hardcore Kids MTB – Kim Liss (President)
https://hardcorekidsmtb.com/
kliss@shaw.ca
Hardcore Cycling Club – Jason Kirkpatrick (President)
https://www.hardcorebikes.ca/articles/rides-pg200.htm
Jason_lee_kirkpatrick@hotmail.com
Devon Bicycle Association & Devon Bears Youth Club – Carl St-Hilaire (President)
https://www.facebook.com/DevonBicycleAssociation/
devonbicycleassociation@outlook.com
Edmonton Road & Track (ERTC) – Albert Nguyen (President)
http://www.ertc.org/
albertnguye@gmail.com
Juventus & SPROCKIDS – George Irwin (President)
https://www.juventus.ab.ca/
george.irwin14@gmail.com
Pedalhead Race Room – Chris Check (President)
https://www.pedalheadedm.com/race-room
pedalheadchris@shaw.ca
PRW – Guri Randhawa (President)
https://www.pedalheadroadworks.com/the-team
rdworks@telus.net
SheShreds – Dee Turner (President)
https://www.sheshredsyeg.com/
sheshredsyeg@gmail.com
F’n Riders – Garry Ogletree (President)
garry.ogletree@gmail.com
https://www.strava.com/clubs/204826
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Edmonton Masters Cycling Club (EMCC) – Curtis Roper (President)
curtisglroper@gmail.com
https://edmontonmasterscyclingclub.ca/
Hinton Mountain Bike Association – Mike Meagher (Vice President)
https://www.bikehinton.com/
vp@bikehinton.com

Bike Shops
Hardcore Bikes – Mark Rumsey (Owner)
https://www.hardcorebikes.ca/
info.hardcorebikes@gmail.com
United Sport & Cycle – Sean Kopen (Marketing and Website Manager)
https://unitedsport.ca/
sean.kopen@unitedsport.ca
Revolution Cycle – Michael MacFynn (Marketing and Online Store)
https://revolutioncycle.com/
michael@revolutioncycle.com
PRW – Guri Randhawa (Owner)
https://www.pedalheadroadworks.com/
rdworks@telus.net
Pedalhead Bicycle Works – Chris Check (Owner)
https://www.pedalheadedm.com/
pedalheadchris@shaw.ca
redbike – Cliff Vallentgoed (Owner); Brent Ruelling (Owner)
https://www.redbike.ca/
info@redbike.ca
Mud, Sweat and Gears – Paul Burgess (Owner)
https://mudsweatandgears.ca/
paul@mudsweatandgears.ca
Cranky’s Bike Shop – Andrew Phelps (Owner)
https://www.crankys.ca/
admin@crankys.ca
Shift Happens Bicycle Repair – Pepper Harlton (Owner)
https://www.shifthappensbicyclerepair.ca/
info@shifthappensbicyclerepair.ca
Flexion Bike Fit – Cody Osborne (Owner)
https://www.flexionbikefit.com/
flexionbikefit@gmail.com
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Cycling Organizations
Edmonton Mountain Bike Alliance (EMBA) – Joseph Yurkovich (President)
https://www.edmmtnbike.ca/
edmontonmtnbikealliance@gmail.com
Alberta Bicycle Association (ABA) – Heather Lothian (Executive Director); Shantel Koenig (Board President)
http://www.albertabicycle.ab.ca/
heather@albertabicycle.ab.ca
International Mountain Bicycling Association Canada (IMBA Canada) – AJ Strawson
https://imbacanada.com/
aj.strawson@imbacanada.com

Coaches and Educators
Ken Germaine – Rubberside Coaching
https://rubberside.ca/ ken.germaine@rubberside.ca
Nathaniel Faulkner – Coach - Juventus Cycling Juniors
natbikes@gmail.com
SheShreds – Coaching and Clinics
https://www.sheshredsyeg.com/coaches
Women on Wheels – Coaching and Clinics
https://www.womenonwheelsyeg.com/our-team
Cassette Collective YEG – NCCP/PMBI Coaches and Clinics
https://www.facebook.com/cassettecollectiveyeg/

Other Community Members
Zoe Sloan – General Manager, Edmonton Ski Club
gm@edmontonskiclub.com
Mark Jung – Event Organizer, Fat Tire Tuesdays
dr.jung@gmail.com
Karen Martins – Event Organizer, Fat Tire Tuesdays
karen.martins@ualberta.ca
Shantel Koenig – Event Organizer, Fat Tire Tuesdays
skoenig@fieraconsulting.ca
Kurt McGrath – Event Organizer, Hardcore River Valley Rumble
mcgrath.kurtmc@gmail.com
Adam Luciuk – Event Organizer, EMBFest (Edmonton Mountain Bike Festival)
https://www.embfest.ca/
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adam@offbeatentertainment.ca
Kris Cromwell – BIPoC Outside
https://bipocoutside.com/
kris@bipocoutside.com
Laura Townsend & Janelle Schultz – Trail Sisters Edmonton Trail Running Group
survivorfest24@gmail.com; janellehopeschultz@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/tsedmontonab
Janelle Schultz – Event Organizer, Run On Edmonton Trail Running Marathon
runonedmonton@gmail.com
www.runonedmonton.com
John MacDonald – Representative, Live to Play Sports/Norco Bicycles
jmacdonald@livetoplaysports.com
Taylor Cook – Representative, Trek Bikes
taylor_cook@trekbikes.com
Clint Brading – Representative, Trek Bikes
clint_brading@trekbikes.com
Ryan Mackenzie – President, Gottspeed Machines
info@gottspeedmachings.com
Dave Manna – Owner, Rosso Pizzeria
https://pizzeriarosso109.com/
Abel Shiferaw – Owner, Sugarbowl
https://www.thesugarbowl.org/
Ed Donszelmann – Owner, OTTO Food & Drink
https://www.ottofoodanddrink.com/
Ryan Arcand – Owner, Iconoclast Coffee Roasters
https://iconoclastcoffee.com/
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